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Looking Towards Snowmass 2020+

The physics priorities of our field are largely the same,
but the toolbox and targets have expanded

▶ Develop transformative concepts and technologies to enable future discoveries
▶ Cultivate a vibrant, inclusive, and supportive scientific community

▶ Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery 
▶ Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
▶ Identify the new physics of dark matter 
▶ Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation
▶ Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles 

The success of our endeavors depends on “4π coverage”
in identifying and cultivating talent at all career stages

Fundamental 
Theory Phenomenology

Computational 
Theory

HEP Theory

interconnected  
scientific ecosystem 
closely aligned with 

experiment

unifies the frontiers 
of particle physics

connects to gravity, 
cosmology, astrophysics 
nuclear physics, 
condensed matter, AMO, 
computer science, 
statistics, data science, 
mathematics

incorporates new perspectives (QI, ML) and computational 
technologies to extend the boundaries of our knowledge

responsive: 
propose new directions based 
on data 
propose/guide new experiments 
develop new analysis tools

central to the motivation, 
analysis, and interpretation 
of experiments

lays the foundations for 
future experiments

advances our 
understanding of Nature in 
regimes that experiment 
cannot (yet) reach



Holographic code
• A striking aspect of subregion-subregion duality:

It functions as a quantum error-correcting code!

• Information about the bulk is stored redundantly 
on the boundary.

• This is another example showing the importance of 
the quantum information perspective.

9[Almheiri, XD, Harlow ’14]

The bootstrap philosophy
My task: Talk about bootstrap, with emphasis on bootstrapping string theory.

The conformal bootstrap

• The crossing equations are not easy: from a single
four-point function we already get infinitely many equations
for infinitely many unknowns.

• The space of solutions is vast: it includes the space of
consistent CFTs, which in turn must include an entire
landscape of AdS string theory vacua.

Bootstrap = the use of symmetry and other principles
(e.g. unitarity/positivity, analyticity, crossing symmetry) to constrain (or
even determine) some physical quantity

Has been applied to:

Conformal Field Theories (CFTs)

(most well developed)

scattering amplitudes

matrix models

lattice systems

etc.
Silviu Pufu (Princeton University) 7-23-2022 2 / 20

Study Quantum Gravity through CFT
What can one learn about string theory / Quantum Gravity by studying
these CFTs?

Example: graviton scattering [Polchinski, Giddings, Penedones, Fitzpatrick, Kaplan,

Goncalves, . . . ]

CFT 4-pt fn =

time

flat space�����!
limit

(4 graviton scattering = 4-point function of stress-energy tensors)

(collider analogy: learn about new particles by scattering particles we can
create)

Advantage over other approaches: the rules of CFT are very clear.
Silviu Pufu (Princeton University) 7-23-2022 13 / 20

Bootstrap =  the use of 
symmetry and other principles 
(unitarity/positivity, crossing) 
to constrain or determine a 
physical quantity.  
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⇔
Black Hole collision Binary inspiral process

“Black Hole Collider Physics”

Leverage advanced QFT methods for  
state-of-the-art gravitational wave predictions
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⇔
Black Hole collision Binary inspiral process

“Black Hole Collider Physics”

Leverage advanced QFT methods for  
state-of-the-art gravitational wave predictions
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Outline 

Here we give an brief overview of some of the ideas and applications 
Modern scattering amplitudes is a thriving subfield of particle theory 

Three additional talks: 

1. Amplitudes and fundamental physics           Henriette Elvang  

2. Application to collider physics                       Fernando Febres Cordero 

3. Applications to gravitational wave physics   Enrico Herrmann 

•  Scattering amplitudes dates back to Rutherford’s gold foil experiment. 
•  During  1960s the fundamentals of analyticity, causality and unitarity formulated. 
•  Today we combine these basic ideas with a remarkable set of new ideas. 

Fundamental Theory

➠  Quantum Error Correction 
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bootstrapping

quantum gravity

Z. Bern + E. Herrman + M. Solon

double  
copy

S. Pufu

X. Dong

2. Black hole information 
paradox➠ black hole 

information paradox

EFT

Holography (AdS/CFT) +  QI (entanglement entropy) Direct detection: an EFT pipeline
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SMEFT

Fermi’s theory
 introduces another scale to 

integrate out* somewhere along the flow.
mDM

* integrate out the mass but not the particle; 
match onto heavy particle/nonrelativistic EFT

Figure adapted from F.Bishara, J.Brod, B.Grinstein, J.Zupan, 1809.03506.

new EFTS for DM, GWs, CM; SMEFT ➠  new applications


fundamental principles 

(symmetries, naturalness, 
unitarity, analyticity, causality,…)

➠ new tools

Theory ⟺ EFT ⟺ Observation

•Development of new EFTs and applications

• interactions of dark matter with nuclei, annihilation rates, …


• cosmological parameter measurement from LSS data, bounds on nongaussianities, …


• understanding exotic states of condensed matter systems


• gravitational wave spectra from binary inspirals


• precision collider probes of BSM physics via SMEFT

•How do fundamental principles sculpt the space of physical EFTs?

• impact of coupling to quantum gravity: lessons from string theory, holography, semiclassical gravity


• powerful constraints from unitarity, analyticity, causality


• naturalness as a pragmatic guide to BSM model building  
& experiment


Applied EFT research plays a vital role across many experimental programs.  
Formal EFT research provides new tools for attacking some of the deepest questions in HEP.  

P. Draper + K. Zhang



Relaxion
What if the weak scale is selected by dynamics, not symmetries?

[Graham, Kaplan, 
Rajendran ‘15]

The idea: couple Higgs to field whose minimum sets mH=0 
The problem: How to make mH=0 a special point of potential?

Vev gives quark masses 
which give axion potential. 

“Relaxion”

φ

V (φ)

You are here.

The solution: what turns on when mH2 goes negative?

But: immense energy stored in evolving field, need dissipation.
20

TF08 new paradigms: hidden sectors, new symmetries, 
                          split spectra, neutral naturalness, … 
➠ new search strategies and constraints 

cosmic selection of EW vacuum

Phenomenology

N. Craig

• Where we are today on the path to establishing the SM at the LHC at 1%:
Duhr, Mistlberger, 2021

Residual scale dependence below 1% over most of the phase space!
6

Precision Theory for HEP
• Precision theory has a dual role in HEP: leads to new ideas that motivate experimental studies, 

and supports the experimental program in its search for new physics.


• Inherently multidisciplinary: ties together advanced mathematics and high-performance 
computing with HEP theory and experimental measurements. 


• Focus of TF06: survey theoretical techniques that enable current and planned precision 
measurements; discuss novel theoretical developments that may open the door to new levels 
of theoretical understanding.  
 

Higgs production cross 
section as an example of all 
the required advances for a 

precision prediction

2

Precision Higgs: EW @ 2 loops    
PDFs @ NNLO,  pQCD @ N3LO δαs < 1 %

N3LO precision ➠ ≲ 1 %

TF06

R. Boughezal

precision SM theory for collider physics 
(EFT + loops + PDFs+generators)  
➠  SM tests  … or discovery≲ 1 %

Flavor physics 

3

• Flavor physics measurements probe extremely high scales, and severely restrict BSM theories. 
All !avor measurements rely upon precision theory inputs: precision QCD and electroweak 
loop corrections, calculations in EFTs such as HQET and SCET, as well as lattice QCD.

TF05/06
Cabibbo Angle Anomaly

• Leptonic decays πl2/Kl2 with 

fK/fπ yield |Vud|/|Vus|. 

• Semileptonic decay Kl3 with 

f+(0) yields |Vus|. 

• Superallowed nuclear decay 

with nuclear theory yields |Vud|. 

• Unitarity crisis (3.2σ): 

• Improve NS or (why not?) just use π & K.
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1� |Vud |20+ � |Vus|2Kl3
= 0.0021(2)(2)(2)(2)(5)NS [arXiv:2107.14708]

nuclear structure

Cabbibo anomaly
bounds on NP scales
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precision SM theory for flavor physics (EFT + loops + lattice QCD)  
                                              ➠  BSM constraints .. or discovery

A. Kronfeld  
O. Witzel  
R. Boughezal

Jet Substructure: Searches

• Measurements of the Higgs couplings to light quarks provide a crucial
test of the Yukawa sector of the SM.

• Jet substructure (ParticleNet) provides the current most stringent
bound on the charm Yukawa, 1.1 < c < 5.5.References 7

Figure 2: The observed and fitted mSD distributions for the passing (left) and failing (right) re-
gions, combining all pT categories, and three data taking years. The fit is performed under the
signal-plus-background hypothesis with a single inclusive H(cc) signal strength parameter.
The QCD yields and shapes and the tt yields are estimated from data. The dashed line repre-
sents the H ! cc expectation, amplified by a factor of 200. The step-like features at 166 and
180 GeV occur due to excluded mSD bins, outside of the � acceptance region. The lower panel
shows the residual difference between the model and data, scaled by the statistical uncertainty
in the data, effectively showing an approximate significance.
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Primordial fluctuationsW
hat cosmic history gave rise to primordial fluctuations?

t
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• Matches the original projected sensitivity with 3000 fb�1!
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Reaching Across Disciplines
“Non-Gaussianities” in collider energy flux

Technique from
collider physics

and QCD

Analyzed
with public

collider data

Interpreted
through lens of

cosmology

Computed
through lens of

conformal field theory

<latexit sha1_base64="3dz/RxiC1WAJpbh5+C2eyFV8gYA=">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 FnzfIjgGcNwArvfVcdPjM53hGdqn2j5F+wOE+NCUfjSUI7W0oNdCeqWTVR8oaVIbDb+c9m46RrO8fndnSrgaRyxNwCWqNn/15XleLO0bj/2qyYwkE9Z8BkcV4ohgU6qj7CoKqIhYoI4JTdUxWZ8Bsjrq+qU8Gg1LafdMuz9QD3ujvK2qzi9UWbVAPTaetVScBih6ZG+oaFUwqyVKq/SaYP319WrR5+qx1hJOOKXJTWq2Pei1Y004mTWKtWc9uFuqrOAZa1a01we9/nrvxVpVn4Re+WkckySQjpaV5/ZYd6flvKwqb972qJZv6yGlOeqq0m01VH+OWtWyLdblnaOtutMWQ8fmZq3qejdtXexar/5NdvtPdHdw2l+1B6v939aWX/4Kf6mHxo/GT8ZTwzaeGy+NPeOdcWL4xj/GfwsPFhY7vPNH58/OX1p6bwF8fjBuXZ2//wf/jsaj</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="M2YUKL/PwPy6HpVOBY8eRcGXEDE=">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 pHJvXC6GtC7uPg0CuV9R1UT8GnxfIzgEcFgDXq2rw7rGJ1WEJ2gfV/Yx2u9giHd16ocDOVRTlxvdLZxUb1BShzYcfNntXlWMpln5786UcNUOWRKDS6gXv955rhtJ+8pjVxeZkXjC6m1woBFHBItSHW4XoU9FyHx1TFRUHZzlGSD14dcr5MFwUEi7a9q9vvrYa8V1lT7RUGWVAvVZe9JQceqj6J69pkbTg1kNUaLDqwfrra7qSZ+qz0pDOOGUxleh2Xa/2xxrwsmsVqw86cLbUKU5T1k9o73a7/ZWu7+t6PzE9MJLoojEvnQqWXFqj6rqNJwXVebN6x56+qYeQpqj1pluqiH7c9Qql01xld45Wl2dphgqNjdqldebYVfJLvXqbrKbN9HNxnFv2e4v935fWXz+DG6pu8ZPxs/GY8M2nhrPjR3jjXFkeMZ/rfutR60f23+0/2z/1f67kt5qgc8PxrWn/c//44vMpA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SWRV6Pk+9jc3vaiAbxIG9oDZNEg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EZhaTIlj+O4XyIjF6s0orYdbrCQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3dz/RxiC1WAJpbh5+C2eyFV8gYA=">AAAH8HicbZVLb9w2EMflpPEm20ec9tiLUMNAii4MaddOnEsRrx/rJLaTGn4EsbYCJVFrxdQjFLX2htD36K3otR+oQL9LD6XEGTmWV4AEzo//GY5mKMrLWJQLy/p34d79rx4sdh4+6n79zbffPV56 8v1pnhbcpyd+ylL+3iM5ZVFCT0QkGH2fcUpij9Ez73Krmj+bUp5HaXIsZhkdx2SSRGHkE6GQu5StOHkRu4npq9sRlDDpbFMmiFv8npROkQSUe5z4VDqMhuKpEypDFtNSFr9MS4dHkwvxc9ld0XzXHTipiGKam5vuoJSOxwoqd9yjspKohbrCXVq2Vq36Mu8ObBgsG3C9c58sXjhB6hcxTYTPSJ6f21YmxpJwEfmMll2nyGlG/EsyoedqmBC1/FjWpSnNFUUCM0y5uhNh1vRLD0niPJ/FnlLGRFzk7bkKzps7L0S4MZZRkhWCJr5eKCyYKVKzqrMZRJz6gs3UgPg8Urma/gVRRRKqG91u1wlo6BApnSn1TaLqUwMPgIcgUIDHZoA21TZF+yM4fERw 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 wzaeGy+NPeOdcWL4xj/GfwsPFhY7vPNH58/OX1p6bwF8fjBuXZ2//wf/jsaj</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="M2YUKL/PwPy6HpVOBY8eRcGXEDE=">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 IvAV4JHpo00rm6L9ARw+IDgHcI6AKUAZQzOG/hjBRwAfEaQAUgQcAEeQAcgQCAACQQ4gRzAFMEVwAeACwSWASwQzADMEnwB8QmBVQFqFIhVaV8gjzFxHzUCBLDAHaG+AYAPBJoBNBFsAthBsA9hGsFONuYP2EARDBK8AvELwovJ4gfbLyn6J9i782i6CfRhhH8EegL0apHJvXC6GtC7uPg0CuV9R1UT8GnxfIzgEcFgDXq2rw7rGJ1WEJ2gfV/Yx2u9giHd16ocDOVRTlxvdLZxUb1BShzYcfNntXlWMpln5786UcNUOWRKDS6gXv955rhtJ+8pjVxeZkXjC6m1woBFHBItSHW4XoU9FyHx1TFRUHZzlGSD14dcr5MFwUEi7a9q9vvrYa8V1lT7R UGWVAvVZe9JQceqj6J69pkbTg1kNUaLDqwfrra7qSZ+qz0pDOOGUxleh2Xa/2xxrwsmsVqw86cLbUKU5T1k9o73a7/ZWu7+t6PzE9MJLoojEvnQqWXFqj6rqNJwXVebN6x56+qYeQpqj1pluqiH7c9Qql01xld45Wl2dphgqNjdqldebYVfJLvXqbrKbN9HNxnFv2e4v935fWXz+DG6pu8ZPxs/GY8M2nhrPjR3jjXFkeMZ/rfutR60f23+0/2z/1f67kt5qgc8PxrWn/c//44vMpA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SWRV6Pk+9jc3vaiAbxIG9oDZNEg=">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 BL4CPDJ9tGllU7Tfg8N7BBcALhAwBShjaMbQHyP4AOADghRAioAD4AgyABkCAUAgyAHkCGYAZgguAVwiuAJwhWAOYI7gI4CPCKwKSKtQpEIbCnmEmRuoGSqQBeYQ7U0QbCLYArCFYBvANoIdADsIdqsxd9EegWCE4CWAlwieVx7P0X5R2S/Q3oNf20NwACMcINgHsF+DVO5PysWQ1sU9oEEgDyqqmohfge8rBEcAjmrAq3V1VNf4tIrwFO2Tyj5B+y0M8bZO/WgoR2rqcqO7hZPqDUrq0EbDT7vd64rRNCv/3ZkRrtohS2JwCfXi1zvPdSNpX3vs6SIzEk9ZvQ0ONeKIYFGqs+0y9KkIma+OiYqqc7M8A6Q++3qFPBwNC2l3TbvXVx97vbip0gca qqxSoD7rTxoqTn0U3bfX1Wh6MKshSnR49WC9wUBP+lR91hrCKac0vg7Ntvvd5lhTTua1Yu1JF96GKs15yuoZ7UG/2xt0f1nT+YnppZdEEYl96VSy4sweV9VpOC+rzJs3PfT0TT2EtECtM91UQ/YXqFUum+IqvQu0ujpNMVRsYdQqr7fDrpJd6tXdZDdvotuNk96q3V/t/ba2/OxXuKXuGT8YPxqPDdt4ajwzdo3XxrHhGf+1HrS+a33f/qP9Z/uv9t+V9E4LfL41bjztf/4HUc/Mbg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EZhaTIlj+O4XyIjF6s0orYdbrCQ=">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 BeAi8BXgkemjTSubov0eHN4jOAdwjoApQBlDM4b+GMEHAB8QpABSBBwAR5AByBAIAAJBDiBHMAUwRXAB4ALBJYBLBDMAMwQfAXxEYFVAWoUiFVpXyCPMXEfNQIEsMAdob4BgA8EmgE0EWwC2EGwD2EawU425g/YQBEMELwG8RPC88niO9ovKfoH2LvzaLoJ9GGEfwR6AvRqkcm9cLoa0Lu4+DQK5X1HVRPwKfF8hOARwWANeravDusYnVYQnaB9X9jHab2GIt3XqhwM5VFOXG90tnFRvUFKHNhx82u1eVYymWfnvzpRw1Q5ZEoNLqBe/3nmuG0n7ymNXF5mReMLqbXCgEUcEi1KdbhehT0XIfHVMVFSdnOUZIPXp1yvkwXBQSLtr2r2++thrxXWV PtJQZZUC9Vl73FBx6qPorr2mRtODWQ1RosOrB+utrupJn6jPSkM44ZTGV6HZdr/bHGvCyaxWrDzuwttQpTlPWT2jvdrv9la7T1d0fmJ64SVRRGJfOpWsOLVHVXUazosq8+Z1Dz19Uw8hzVHrTDfVkP05apXLprhK7xytrk5TDBWbG7XK682wq2SXenU32c2b6GbjuLds95d7v60sPvsFbqk7xg/Gj8ZDwzaeGM+MHeO1cWR4xn+te63vWt+3/2j/2f6r/XclvdUCnwfGtaf9z/8EOMym</latexit>

What cosmic histo
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UV to IR

Phenomenological to Formal

Theory to Experiment

jet substructure

TF07 new observables, multi-point correlators leveraging 
ML/AI, computational theory, connections to fundamental theory

20Jesse Thaler — The Frontiers of Phenomenological Theory

Looking Towards Snowmass 2020+

The physics priorities of our field are largely the same,
but the toolbox and targets have expanded

▶ Develop transformative concepts and technologies to enable future discoveries
▶ Cultivate a vibrant, inclusive, and supportive scientific community

▶ Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery 
▶ Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
▶ Identify the new physics of dark matter 
▶ Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation
▶ Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles 

The success of our endeavors depends on “4π coverage”
in identifying and cultivating talent at all career stages

I. Moult  + J. Thaler

Twin Higgs



Phenomenology

Galaxies and transients emitting in optical 
wavelengths and spatially resolved.

Galaxies and gas emission at redder 
wavelengths and spatially dense.

Hot dense state. Detectable relics include 
CMB, gravitational waves and neutrinos.

Si
ze

Typical 
galaxies

Massive 
galaxy 
clusters

redshift

Last scattering 
of CMB photons

Reionization

z~0

Inflation 
(Primordial 
Gravitational 
Waves)

New relativistic energy
(new particles, new phase 

transitions)

Dark Energy Inflation (Primordial structure)

Modified
Gravity

Sub-halo 
probes of 

Dark Matter

Neutrinos,
Dark Matter

Fundamental theory (bootstrap, EFT, …) + computational theory  
                                                               + cosmology + observation

André de Gouvêa Northwestern

What Is the ⌫ Physics Scale? We Have No Idea!

Di↵erent Mass Scales Are Probed in Di↵erent Ways, Lead to Di↵erent Consequences,

and Connect to Di↵erent Outstanding Issues in Fundamental Physics.

July 22, 2022 ⌫BSM
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✐ J.A. Formaggio and G.P. Zeller, RMP 84 (2012) 

DUNE
Accelerator neutrino fluxes cover a wide 

range of energies where different 
processes dominate cross-section:

• Quasi-elastic nucleon scattering 

• Resonance production 

• Deep inelastic scattering

Formaggio, Zeller, Rev. Mod. Phys. 84 (2012)

Neutrino-nucleus scattering

Nucleon form 
factors

Resonance 
production

Two-body 
currents

Quark and gluon 
PDFs

Effective theories for different energies require different inputs

Theory input required to decompose cross 
section into such processes and 
therefore predict its energy dependence

 new mass scale: 
explore the space of  
BSM theories

ν

 cross sections across all energy 
scales in the SM and beyond: 
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many body theory + EFT + lattice 
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Two Architectures
Low-threshold: 

1 KID on a gm substrate for NEXUS/LBNL

“piZIP”: Fine-grained phonon sensor enables:
Phonon-based fiducialization in z and r

NR/ER discr. via NTL phonon position

3

a resolution on absorbed energy. A single resonator resolution on absorbed energy can be
converted to �E by appropriate scaling by

p
Nr and ⌘ph. In an 80-resonator device, we

determined �E = 0.36 keV FWHM. The discrepancy with the expected energy resolution of
0.24 keV FWHM is likely due to an overestimation of ⌘ph, which we cannot measure until
we do an absolute energy resolution measurement with a collimated photon source. We are
currently working on performing this measurement and also obtaining an energy resolution
for the 40-resonator device in Figure 2.

4 Efforts to improve our energy resolution

4.1 Decreasing device size

Figure 3: Smaller device design and an

initial prototype of this design

Assuming we keep the number of resonators per
unit area fixed, the resolution will improve as we de-
crease Asub because the (amplifier-limited) energy res-
olution scales as the square root of the number of
resonators. Of the many variables in our energy res-
olution expression, Asub is the most straightforward
to change. To motivate a specific size, the CdZnTe
detectors in NuSTAR were on 2 cm ⇥ 2 cm wafers, so
we will reorient our device design for this implemen-
tation. This factor of 25 in Asub becomes a factor of
5 in our energy resolution.

To this end, toward the end of last year, I designed a device that would fit on this
smaller wafer (Figure 3a). After ordering the lithography mask, I started fabrication of this
new design at the beginning of 2020. Fabrication of our devices occurs in the Microdevices
Laboratory (MDL) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Over the last six months, I
have worked with MDL collaborator Bruce Bumble and graduate student Yen-Yung Chang
to learn the ins and outs of our device fabrication. This work culminated in the �75 mm
wafer device shown in Figure 2. For the smaller device, we have modified the fabrication
procedure to use a stepper instead of contact mask lithography; this facilitates production
of multiple devices from a single �75 mm wafer and also provides more flexibility for design
tweaks post-mask production. I was trained on the stepper this past month and produced
an initial prototype of this smaller device design (Figure 3b).

4.2 Use a lower Tc material

Lower Tc corresponds to a lower superconducting energy gap �, which means a higher
Bogoliubov quasiparticle yield for a given amount of deposited energy. Instead of Al with
Tc = 1.2 K, we will use AlMn, which has a tunable Tc depending on the ratio of Al to Mn, at
a Tc = 0.3 K, providing a factor of 4 improvement while still being testable at our dilution
fridge baseline temperature of 40 mK. Additional gains may be possible if ⌧qp increases as �
is decreased, as is expected from superconductivity theory [8]. We do not assume this latter
factor, however, because there may be a countervailing increase in creation of quasiparticles
by readout power, rendering our calculation conservative. Fabricating an AlMn device is
straightforward because of similar chemical properties to Al relevant for lithography. MDL,
though not currently equipped with a machine to deposit AlMn films, is planning to buy a
sputter deposition system to do so. In the meantime, we have collaborative agreements with

stage
σpt
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current (estimated) 20 eV 240 eV
single-KID optimized 1-7 eV —
increase τqp to 1 ms 0.3-2 eV 80 eV
quantum-limited amplifier 45-360 meV 25 eV
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One-pole resonator implementation: hidden photon
LC circuitsSNSPDs

pump

SPDC

nonlinear optics optically levitated dielectrics skipper CCDs
the mark, perhaps, although Gould was spot on with his two-
way video wristwatch. Controlling the quantum could be a dif-
ferent story, and we predict that the quantum will ultimately
bring the dark ma!er of the universe into view.

Dramatically improved receivers based on quantum sens-
ing are no panacea for the axion experiment. A parallel chal-
lenge not discussed in this article is the development of inno-
vative microwave cavities satisfying multiple constraints of the
axion experiment. Technologies that are being pursued include
photonic bandgap resonators and the use of metamaterials and
thin-film superconductors. But that’s a story for another time.

The authors gratefully acknowledge support from NSF, the US Depart-
ment of Energy, and the Heising-Simons Foundation. 
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FIGURE 6. A SUPERCONDUCTING “ARTIFICIAL ATOM” QUBIT is an anharmonic LC oscillator (a) that uses the nonlinear inductance of a
Josephson junction. (b) Larger superconducting structures may be attached to the junction to build up millimeter-size antennae (c), which
enable stronger coupling to the electric field of centimeter-wave cavity photons. (d) The qubit is mounted inside a cavity with a dielectric
substrate. The vertically oriented electric field of a single-cavity photon “stretches” the qubit oscillator and exercises its nonlinearity. The
quantum nondemolition photon detection protocol can be phrased as a yes–no question: Has the qubit’s resonant frequency shifted in
response to the appearance of a cavity photon or not? (Photographs courtesy of Akash Dixit and Reidar Hahn/Fermilab.)
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The physics priorities of our field are largely the same,
but the toolbox and targets have expanded

▶ Develop transformative concepts and technologies to enable future discoveries
▶ Cultivate a vibrant, inclusive, and supportive scientific community

▶ Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery 
▶ Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
▶ Identify the new physics of dark matter 
▶ Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation
▶ Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles 

The success of our endeavors depends on “4π coverage”
in identifying and cultivating talent at all career stagesDM
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Computational Theory

Z. Davoudi + A. Kronfeld+  
E. Neil +  M. Wagman

APPLICATIONS OF ML ON LATTICE FIELD THEORY TO DATE

e.g., Wetzel et al, Phys. 
Rev. B 96, 184410 (2017).

i) Classifying lattice field theory phases

ii) Estimating observables

iii) Reconstructing spectral functions

iv) Gauge ensemble genenration 
and action parameter regression

Ensemble generation
Finding improved Markov chain updates (smaller autocorrelation time)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Directly sampling configurations

[Wang Phys. Rev. E 96, 051301]
[Huang and Wang, Phys. Rev. B 95, 035105]
[Song+ 1706.07561, NeurIPS 2017]
[Tanaka and Tomiya, 1712.03893]

[Liu+ Phys. Rev. B 95, 241104 (2017)]
“Self-learning Monte Carlo”

+ many more

[Foreman+ 2105.03418]

[Köhler+ 1910.00753]

[Pawlowski and Urban, ML: Sci. and Tech. 1 (2020) 045011]

…

[Carrasquilla+ Nature Mach. Int. 1 (2019) 155]
…

+ “Flow-based MCMC”: more tomorrow
HMC GAN-overrelaxation

Action parameter regression
• Fully-connected network to predict 

(measured masses) → (action parameters)


• Accurate  tuningc = 1

[Shanahan+ Phys. Rev. D 97, 094506 (2018)]

[Hudspith and Mohler 2112.01997]

• Regression from raw-configs to action


• Gauge-symmetry important to include in networks!

…

Spectral function reconstruction
Euclidean-time Green’s functions  spectral densities  
(i.e. inverse Källén–Lehmann)


Neural-network parameterization of 

→ ρ(ω)

ρ(ω)
[Kades+ Phys. Rev. D 102, 096001 (2020)]

[Horak+ Phys.Rev.D 105, 036014 (2022)][Chen+ 2110.13521]

[Wang+ 2112.06206]
[Shi+ 2201.02564]

[Offler+ 1912.12900]

Classifying lattice phases
Many works using both regressive methods and generative methods.

[Bachtis+ Phys. Rev. E 102, 033303 (2020)]

[Boyda+ Phys. Rev. D 103, 014509 (2021)]
[Palermo+ PoS(LATTICE2021)030]

[Tan+ 2103.10846]

[Li+ 1703.02369]

[Wetzel+ Phys. Rev. B 96, 184410 (2017)]

[Alexandrou+ Eur. Phys. J. B (2020) 93: 226]

[Bluecher+ Phys. Rev. D 101, 094507 (2020)]

[Yau+ 2006.15021]

[Zhou+ Phys. Rev. D 100, 011501 (2019)]

+ many more

SU(2) gauge theory deconfinement transition

Scalar field theory transition 
with chemical potential

And many more references e.g., in K. Kanwar’s EuroPLEX 2022 Lectures 
and a Snowmass whitepaper by Boyda et al, arXiv:2202.05838 [hep-lat]. 

ML estimators for observables
Thermodynamic observables 

Predicting observables from raw lattices


 
 
 
 
 

Cross-observable estimates

[Nicoli+ Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 032001 (2021)]

[Favoni+ Phys.Rev.Lett. 128 (2022) 3, 032003]
[Matsumoto+ 1909.06238]

[Yoon+ Phys. Rev. D 100, 014504 (2019)]

[Bulusu+ Phys. Rev. D 104, 074504 (2021)]
Also work on gauge symmetries in NNs

[Zhang+ Phys. Rev. D 101, 034516 (2020)]

ML estimators for observables
Thermodynamic observables 

Predicting observables from raw lattices


 
 
 
 
 

Cross-observable estimates

[Nicoli+ Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 032001 (2021)]

[Favoni+ Phys.Rev.Lett. 128 (2022) 3, 032003]
[Matsumoto+ 1909.06238]

[Yoon+ Phys. Rev. D 100, 014504 (2019)]

[Bulusu+ Phys. Rev. D 104, 074504 (2021)]
Also work on gauge symmetries in NNs

[Zhang+ Phys. Rev. D 101, 034516 (2020)]

e.g., Yoon+ Phys. Rev. 
D 100, 014504 (2019).

e.g., Kades+ Phys. Rev. 
D 102, 096001 (2020).

e.g., Shanahan+ Phys. Rev. D 97, 
094506 (2018), Pawlowski and Urban, 
ML: Sci. and Tech. 1 (2020) 045011.

Ensemble generation
Finding improved Markov chain updates (smaller autocorrelation time)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Directly sampling configurations

[Wang Phys. Rev. E 96, 051301]
[Huang and Wang, Phys. Rev. B 95, 035105]
[Song+ 1706.07561, NeurIPS 2017]
[Tanaka and Tomiya, 1712.03893]

[Liu+ Phys. Rev. B 95, 241104 (2017)]
“Self-learning Monte Carlo”

+ many more

[Foreman+ 2105.03418]

[Köhler+ 1910.00753]

[Pawlowski and Urban, ML: Sci. and Tech. 1 (2020) 045011]

…

[Carrasquilla+ Nature Mach. Int. 1 (2019) 155]
…

+ “Flow-based MCMC”: more tomorrow
HMC GAN-overrelaxation

The importance of ML for Collider Physics.

) Modern ML is a new tool in our numerical toolbox — with applications

to every step in the simulation/inference chain.

) We’ve seen everything between “proof-of-concepts” to well established

use cases.

) There is an interesting interplay between HEP and the ML/AI

community:

Precise HEP simulations provide infinite, excellent training data for

ML.

HEP-specific application requirements (precision, symmetry, . . . ) are

di↵erent from industry applications (computer vision, etc.).

Claudius Krause (Rutgers) 2203.07460 & 2203.08806 July 22, 2022 17 / 17
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The physics priorities of our field are largely the same,
but the toolbox and targets have expanded

▶ Develop transformative concepts and technologies to enable future discoveries
▶ Cultivate a vibrant, inclusive, and supportive scientific community

▶ Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery 
▶ Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
▶ Identify the new physics of dark matter 
▶ Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation
▶ Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles 

The success of our endeavors depends on “4π coverage”
in identifying and cultivating talent at all career stages
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The last term in the Hamiltonian corresponds to the
invariant Casimir operator of the theory and represents
color electric field energy stored in the gauge links. Here,
L̂

2

n “ ∞
a L̂

a
nL̂

a
n “ ∞

a R̂
a
nR̂

a
n where L̂a

n and R̂a
n (with

a “ x, y, z) are respectively the left and right color elec-
tric field components on the link n. For a non-Abelian
gauge group, the right and left color electric field are
different and are related via the adjoint representation
R̂a

n “ ∞
bpÛadj

n qabL̂b
n, where pÛadj

n qab “ 2Tr

”
ÛnT̂ aÛ :

nT̂
b
ı
,

T̂ a “ �̂a{2 are the three generators of the SU(2) algebra
and �̂a are the Pauli matrices [38].

Symmetries and non-Abelian physics By virtue
of its gauge invariance, the Hamiltonian in equation (1)
commutes with the local gauge transformation genera-
tors, also called the Gauss’s law operators, and are given
by Ĝa

n ” L̂a
n´R̂a

n´1´Q̂a
n, where the non-Abelian charges

Q̂a
n acting on the site n are defined as

Q̂a
n “

ÿ

ij

�̂i:
n pT̂ aqij �̂j

n, a “ x, y, z. (2)

More precisely, the so-called physical Hilbert space of the
theory is spanned by the eigenstates of the Gauss’s law
operators Ĝa

n. In the following, we choose to work in
the sector with no external charges which is specified by
Ĝn | y “ 0, @n, and in the neutral total charge sector
Q̂a

tot | y “ ∞N
n“1 Q̂

a
n | y “ 0, @a.

Remarkably, the non-Abelian nature of the model al-
lows the existence of gauge invariant singlet states which
are forbidden in the Abelian case due to symmetry con-
straints. To see this, we note that the total color
charges Q̂a

tot “ ∞N
n“1 Q̂

a
n are conserved quantities and

commute with the Hamiltonian. Besides the three non-
Abelian charges, the Hamiltonian also commutes with
the redness and greenness operators defined as R̂ “∞N

n“1 �̂
1:
n �̂1

n ´ N{2 and Ĝ “ ∞N
n“1 �̂

2:
n �̂2

n ´ N{2, which
respectively measure the red and green color charges. Be-
cause redness and greenness do not have convenient sym-
metry properties, it is more natural to use their difference
(which is purely within the SU(2) gauge symmetry, since
R̂´Ĝ

2 “ Q̂z
tot) and their sum (which is a global U(1) sym-

metry). We therefore define the baryon quantum number
of the model as B̂ “ R̂`Ĝ

2 “ 1
2

∞N
n“1 �̂

:
n�̂n ´ N{2 which

measures the matter-antimatter imbalance.
The existence of multiple conserved charges in the non-

Abelian theory has to be contrasted with the Abelian
Up1q case of quantum electrodynamics (QED), where the
electric charge is the only conserved quantity. In QED,
the total electric charge coincides with the baryon num-
ber B of the system [39], and the neutral charge con-
straint thus imposes the value of the matter-antimatter
imbalance to be zero. In other words, neutral gauge in-
variant states of QED must contain as many electrons as
positrons leading to meson-type singlet states only. On
the other hand, the constraint of neutral charge for the
SU(2) theory Q̂i

tot | y “ 0, @i does not enforce the value
of the baryon quantum number B, since these are differ-

FIG. 2. VQE calculation of a baryon. We variationally
simulate an effective eight sites chain with the experimental
circuit shown in a. The boxes represent single qubit gates.
Grey boxes are fixed gates while the color coding indicates
dependence from three variational parameters. Their exact
implementation changes depending on the combination of the
parameter values, which is automatically compiled from the
original circuit shown in Fig. 3. This takes into account the
coupling topology of the IBMQ Casablanca processor, which,
together with the qubit identification for the B “ 0 sector are
shown on the left. The circuit yields the mass of the baryon
(errorbars are smaller than markers), an SU(2)-“proton” (see
inset), for a range of x and m̃ “ 1 as explained in the main
text.

ent quantum numbers. Therefore, it is possible to con-
struct color neutral gauge invariant singlets with B ‰ 0,
which are forbidden in QED. While the states in the
B “ 0 sector are similar to the neutral states of QED,
the states in the sector with B ‰ 0 have no equivalent
in Abelian theories. In particular, we will refer to the
ground state in the sector with B “ 1 as a baryon state,
the ground state in B “ 0 will be the vacuum and the
first excited state will be called a meson state. A pictorial
comparison of a meson and a baryon is given in Fig. 1b.

Elimination of the gauge fields and qubit for-
mulation To study energy spectrum of the SU(2) the-
ory on a quantum computer, we map the lattice Hamil-
tonian in equation (1) to a qubit system. In one spatial
dimension and with open boundary conditions, the gauge
degrees of freedom can be integrated out [40–44] (see
Supplementary Information for details). This approach
eliminates redundant degrees of freedom and allows us
to simulate our target model with a minimal number of
qubits. As a second step, a Jordan-Wigner transforma-
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FIG. 10. Two plaquettes with periodic boundary conditions and an arrow convention amenable to infinite extension in the
two-dimensional plane. Indices local to each end of each link characterize states in SU(3) e.g., the color isospin and hypercharge
indices.

previous algorithms, for example, Ref. [13].

Similar to the methods employed for the one-plaquette system, Gauss’s law can be explicitly satisfied in the global

wavefunctions by construction of the basis states. Using the dimensionality of the color irrep of each link, as shown in

Fig. 10, the basis states for the two-plaquette system are written as |�(R1,Q1,R2,R3,Q2,R4)i. The gauge invariant

lattice wavefunction for this two-plaquette system, as discussed in greater generality in Appendix A, is

|�(R1,Q1,R2,R3,Q2,R4)i =
1

dim(Q1) dim(Q2)

X

all

|R1, a, bi|Q1, c, di|R2, e, fi|R3, g, hi|Q2, i, ji|R4, k, `i

hR3, h, R̄1, a|Q̄2, ji�312 hR1, b, R̄3, g|Q̄1, di�131

hR4, `, R̄2, e|Q2, ii�422 hR2, f, R̄4, k|Q1, ci�241 , (34)

where |R, a, bi is a link-state in the electric basis and hRi, f,Rj , k|Qk, ci�ijk are SU(3) CG coe�cients.

The global wavefunctions of the two-plaquette system are formed from combinations of these basis states, consistent

with the global symmetries of the system such as: color-parity symmetry resulting from the sum of ⇤ + ⇤† in the

Hamiltonian, e.g., {Ri,Qi} $ {Ri,Qi}, translation invariance, and reflection symmetry. These symmetries lead to a

natural block-diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in these projected bases. Quantum numbers may be assigned to the

states in each block, ±1 for each of the symmetries in the case of two-plaquettes. In this section, we consider a global

basis in which dynamical quantum states are mapped to symmetry-projected configurations of the full two-plaquette

lattice. Two related local truncations in color space are used to explore the convergence of both local and global

truncations.

A. Two-Plaquette: {1,3,3} Local Truncation

In limiting the local link basis to color irreps {1,3,3} for the two-plaquette system without constraints and symmetries,

there are 36 independent basis states. Imposing Gauss’s law at each vertex reduces this number down to 27. Further

restricting to global singlet states, as is the strong coupling vacuum and preserved by the Hamiltonian, the dynamical

Hilbert space becomes 9 dimensional, which decomposes into sectors of dimensions (4, 2, 2, 1) under the discrete

symmetries of color parity and spatial translation. Focusing on the sector that contains the trivial vacuum, the basis

states in the ++ sector are,

| (133;++)
1 i = |�(1,1,1,1,1,1)i

| (133;++)
2 i =

1

2

⇥
|�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i

⇤

| (133;++)
3 i =

1
p
2

⇥
|�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i+ |�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i

⇤
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circuit in Eq. (19), and the third can be implemented with the following circuit relation

ei(↵Ẑ⌦X̂+�X̂⌦Ẑ) =
H • H ei↵Ẑ H • H

ei�Ẑ
. (43)

The results of performing first order Trotter time steps with g = 1 beginning in the electric vacuum are shown in

Fig. 12. Two middle qubits were used to store the state of the system and, when the measurement error mitigation

is implemented through voting, the remaining three qubits were used to inform the post-selection described in Sec-

tion III B 1. As the results show, three Trotter steps are capable of reproducing the first maximum and minimum

in the evolution of the electric energy and calculations on the Athens quantum processor are in agreement with the

exact calculation.

FIG. 12. The (trivial-) vacuum-to-vacuum persistence probability |h00| Û(t) |00i|2 (left panel) and the energy in the electric
field (right panel) of the two plaquette system in the color parity basis truncated locally at 3 and 3. Evolution is a 1st-order
Trotterization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (39). Points correspond to quadratic extrapolations of results obtained from IBM’s
Athens quantum processor, with systematic and statistical uncertainties combined in quadrature.

B. Two-Plaquette: {1,3,3,8} Local Truncation

To further explore global wavefunctions and also to demonstrate a further complexity in such calculations, the dis-

cussion in Subsection IVA is here extended to include the 8 in the local link basis. The construction involves

an expanded basis that requires considering non-trivial multiplicities in the products of irreps, in particular in

8 ⌦ 8 = 27 � 10 � 10 � 8 � 8 � 1. Of the 46 states in this local basis, 109 of them satisfy Gauss’s law. Pro-

jecting further to the global color singlet states—the global color charge being a quantum number conserved by the

Hamiltonian—there are 41 distinct physical configurations potentially connected to the strong coupling vacuum.

These physical and global color singlet states combine into states with definite transformation properties under the

discrete symmetries of color parity, translation, and reflection, which is no longer redundant in this larger basis as

3 ⌦ 3 = 8 � 1 leads to configurations that can be odd under reflection. Focusing only on the + + + sector, the 15

independent states are,

| (1338;+++)
1 i = |�(1,1,1,1,1,1)i ,

| (1338;+++)
2a i =

1

2

⇥
|�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i

⇤
,

| (1338;+++)
2b i =

1
p
2

⇥
|�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i+ |�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i

⇤
,

| (1338;+++)
3 i =

1
p
2
[ |�(8,1,1,8,1,1)i+ |�(1,1,8,1,1,8)i ] ,

2

mentum vanish. In weak coupling, the magnetic con-
tributions dominate and a theory of dynamical loops
emerges. The angular momentum basis describes the
quantum state of a generic link by its irreducible repre-
sentation, j, and associated third-component projections
at the left and right end of the link in the 2 and 2̄ rep-
resentations, |j,m,m

0
i ⌘ |j,mi⌦ |j,m

0
i, respectively. In

one dimension, SU(2) lattice gauge theory can be spa-
tially discretized onto a string of plaquettes (see Fig. 1).
With periodic boundary conditions (PBCs), only three-
point vertices contribute to such a plaquette chain. To
form gauge singlets, components of the three links at each
vertex are contracted with an SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan co-
e�cient. The wavefunction at each vertex has the form

V ⇠

X

b,c,e

hj1, b, j2, e|q, ci |j1, a, bi ⌦ |q, c, di ⌦ |j2, e, fi , (3)

where indices b, c, and e are located at the vertex. By
focusing on a system with an even number of plaquettes,
matrix elements of the arbitrary plaquette operator may
be determined. The state of an even-length lattice in
one dimension with PBCs and with definite link angular
momenta is

|�i = N

X

{m}

LY

i=1

hj
t
i ,m

t
i,R, j

t
i+1,m

t
i+1,L|qi,m

t
qii (4)

hj
b
i ,m

b
i,R, j

b
i+1,m

b
i+1,L|qi,m

b
qii

|j
t
i ,m

t
i,L,m

t
i,Ri ⌦ |j

b
i ,m

b
i,L,m

b
i,Ri ⌦ |qi,m

t
qi ,m

b
qii

with jL+1 = j1, mL+1 = m1, and normalization N =Q
i(dim(qi))�1 with dim(q) = 2q + 1. Referring to the

plaquette string’s ladder structure, on links located as
rungs of the ladder, angular momentum values are la-
beled by q. Thus, a plaquette string is created by two
strings of j-type registers connected periodically by rungs
of q-type registers. The contraction with Clebsch-Gordan
coe�cients at each vertex ensures the local gauge singlet
structure required by Gauss’s law. The link operator acts
on the degrees of freedom at each end of a link and is a
source of j = 1/2 angular momentum,

Û↵� |j, a, bi =
X

�J

s
dim(j)

dim(J)
|J, a+ ↵, b+ �i

⇥ hj, a,
1

2
,↵|J, a+ ↵ihj, b,

1

2
,�|J, b+ �i , (5)

which contains non-vanishing contributions only for J =
j±

1
2 [59]. It follows that matrix elements of the plaquette

FIG. 1. (top) Diagram of the lattice distribution of
dlog2(2⇤j + 1)e-qubit registers and the action of ⇤̂ on SU(2)
plaquettes in one dimension. ⇤̂ operates on the four qubit
registers in the plaquette and is controlled by the four neigh-
boring qubit registers to enforce the Gauss’s law constraint.
(bottom) The plaquette operator with labeled angular mo-
mentum registers.

operator in one dimension are
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where the indices j
t,b
` , q`i, q`f , j

t,b
a , qri, qrf , and j

t,b
r are

used to indicate the j-values relevant for the single pla-
quette operator (as depicted in Fig. 1) and the brack-
ets indicate Wigner’s 6-j symbols. The four registers
j
t,b
`,r outside the plaquette are not modified by the ac-
tion of the plaquette operator. However, their inclusion
as control registers is necessary to maintain Gauss’s law.
The sums over alignment in each gauge-invariant space
yield a dramatically reduced Hilbert space to be mapped
onto a quantum device, characterized entirely by the |ji’s
(rather than the |j,m,m

0
i’s) incrementing naturally by

half-integers. The qubit representation of the periodic
plaquette string is shown on the top panel of Fig. 1, where
each link contains a dlog2(2⇤j + 1)e-qubit register with
⇤j the angular momentum truncation per link.
In the following, circuits are devised for the plaquette

operator with angular momentum truncation ⇤j = 1/2.
For time evolution beginning in the strong-coupling vac-
uum, the top and bottom j values are equivalent with this
cuto↵ due to SU(2) flux conservation. As a result, the
bottom j registers need not be mapped onto the quan-
tum device [94] and the plaquette operator reduces to a
five-qubit operator.
While matrix elements of the plaquette operator in the

physical space are critical, those in the unphysical space
are not. As long as the matrix elements mixing the two
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FIG. 4. (top) Expectation value of the electric energy contri-
bution of the first plaquette in the two-plaquette lattice with
PBCs and coupling g

2 = 0.2 computed on IBM’s Tokyo. The
dashed, dot-dashed, and thin gray lines are the NTrot = 1, 2, 3
Trotterized expectation values, while the thick gray line is the
exact time evolution. (bottom) Measured survival probability
to remain in the physical subspace. Uncertainties represent
statistical variation, as well as a systematic uncertainty esti-
mated from reproducibility measurements. The icons appear-
ing are defined in Ref. [41].

Real-time evolution of two plaquettes with PBCs (see
the right panel of Fig. 3) and truncation ⇤j = 1/2 has
been implemented on IBM’s quantum device Tokyo, se-
lected for its available connectivity of a four-qubit loop.
The top panel of Fig. 4 shows time-evolved expectation
values of the energy contributions from the first electric
plaquette calculated with one and two Trotter steps [95].
The electric contributions, being localized in their mea-
surement to the four-dimensional physical subspace, are
well determined after a small number of samples. In
contrast, measuring the energy contributions from the
magnetic Hamiltonian requires increased sampling due
to the operator’s natural representation in the Pauli-X
basis of the q`, ja, and qr qubit registers—distributing the
wavefunction’s amplitude throughout the Hilbert space.
Results have been corrected for measurement error by
the constrained inversion of a 16-dimensional calibration
matrix informed by preparation of each of the 16 com-
putational basis states prior to calculation. The result-
ing probabilities are linearly extrapolated in the presence
of CNOT gates, post-selected within the gauge-invariant
space, and renormalized. The linear extrapolation is in-
formed by r = 1, 2, where r = 1 is the circuit in Fig. 3
and r = 2 stochastically inserts a pair of CNOTs ac-
companying each of the three CNOTs either in the first
or second half of the plaquette operator. The combined

noise and gate fidelity of the device were found to limit
the ability to extrapolate further in CNOT noise, even
with a single Trotter step. It can be seen that these er-
ror mitigation techniques have allowed calculation of the
electric energy associated with the SU(2) gauge field to
the precision obtained after a single Trotter step.
It is important to determine the feasibility of retaining

gauge-invariant Hilbert spaces with near-term quantum
hardware. For our calculations on IBM’s Tokyo quan-
tum device, before CNOT extrapolation, the (NTrot, r) =
(1, 1) measurements were found to remain in the gauge
invariant space with a survival population of ⇠ 45%, as
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. After linear extrap-
olation in the probabilities, this was increased to ⇠ 65%,
with survival population decreasing as evolution time in-
creases. The survival population for NTrot = 2 was found
to be ⇠ 25%, consistent with loss of quantum coherence
of a four-dimensional physical space embedded onto four
qubits, precluding CNOT extrapolation. This observable
is a diagnostic of the calculation. As it approaches the
decorrelated limit (25%), CNOT extrapolations become
less reliable leading to the underestimate of systematic
uncertainties in Fig. 4. Because neither the proposed
qubit representation, nor the subsequent Trotterization,
produce gauge-variant error contributions, the observed
decay of population in the physical subspace is a mea-
sure of the device’s ability to robustly isolate Hilbert
subspaces. This is likely to be an essential capability for
evolving lattice gauge theories and other systems with
conserved quantities, as well as for quantum error cor-
rection.
When increasing ⇤j , the plaquette operator must be

calculated and designed over 8 qubit registers, each con-
taining dlog2 (2⇤j + 1)e qubits. The classical compu-
tational resources required to define this operator with
Eq. (6) scales with the number of unique non-zero ma-
trix elements, which is polynomial in ⇤j . When con-
structing the time evolution operator for ⇤j > 1/2, the
combination of Trotterization and Pauli decomposition of
the 4-register operators in j`,r-controlled sectors gener-
ically generates interactions breaking gauge invariance
[56, 69, 96]. The breaking of gauge invariance will be im-
portant to control if this decomposition is used in future
calculations.
Developing quantum computation capabilities for non-

Abelian gauge field theories is a major objective of nu-
clear physics and high-energy physics research. One of
the challenges facing such calculations is that the map-
ping of the gauge theory onto a discretized lattice involves
a digitization of the gauge fields. We have presented cal-
culations of the dynamics of a one-dimensional SU(2) pla-
quette string with implementation on IBM’s Q Experi-
ence superconducting hardware. This was made feasible
by an improved mapping of the angular momentum ba-
sis states describing link variables. Our design of the pla-
quette operator for digital quantum devices requires local
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FIG. 6. Classical-inspired quantum circuits for D4 inversion
(top) and multiplication (bottom). The least-significant qubits
are shown on the top. For the multiplication circuit, the target
register is in the bottom three qubits.

Appendix A: Implementation of a D4-register

The group D4 of isometries of the square is treated as
a subgroup of U(2) generated by the matrices

A
i 0
0 ≠i

B
and

A
0 1
1 0

B
. (A1)

The first matrix represents a fi

2 rotation, and the second
represents reflection.

The D4 register is implemented with three qubits. The
state |abcÍ corresponds to the matrix

CA
0 1
1 0

BDa CA
i 0
0 ≠i

BD2b+c

. (A2)

Thus, the two least-significant bits specify an amount of
rotation, to be followed by a flip if the most-significant bit
is 1. This establishes the isomorphism needed between
CD4 and the three-qubit Hilbert space on a quantum
computer.

It remains to describe the inversion, multiplication,
trace, and Fourier transform circuits. The inversion
and multiplication circuits are both equivalent to clas-
sical circuits (as they consist exclusively of controlled-
not gates), and are shown in Fig. (6). The trace cir-
cuit is a three-qubit controlled phase gate, defined by
UTr(◊) |000Í = e

≠2i◊ and UTr(◊) |010Í = e
2i◊ (with all

other states picking up no phase).
Finally, the Quantum Fourier Transform which diago-

nalizes the D4 momentum operator is given by
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Rather than attempt to determine a quantum circuit
by hand (although general methods do exist [85–87]), we
perform a classical simulated annealing search to find a
short circuit that implements exactly this unitary within
the qiskit gate set using Hadamard, CNOT, and fi

8 -gates
(T ). The circuit found is shown in Fig. (7). The annealing
algorithm will be detailed in a future work. Since the size
of F does not scale with volume, this method does not
su�er from an exponentially large physical Hilbert space.

• H •
• H T • H T T H

• T
†

T
† H T

†

FIG. 7. Quantum circuit implementing the Fourier transform
on a D4 register. The least-significant qubits are on the top.
Here, H and T are the Hadamard gate and fi

8 gate, respectively.

After being diagonalized by the Fourier transform, the
kinetic gate corresponds simply to a phase gate on the
most-significant qubit, along with a phase gate on the
state |000Í:

FUK(◊)F †
|abcÍ = e

i◊1‰a=b=c=0e
i◊2a

|abcÍ . (A4)

The constants ◊1 and ◊2 are coupling-dependent. For — =
0.8, the coupling used in this paper, we have ◊1 ¥ 1.263
and ◊2 ¥ 0.409.

Appendix B: Positive-Definiteness of the Transfer
Matrix

Here we provide a proof that the kinetic part TK

of the transfer matrix for a discrete gauge theory is
positive-definite to define a Hamiltonian, a fact used
in Sec. IV. Unlike prior proofs, we are concerned with
positive-definiteness on H, not just HP .

TK is the tensor product of single-link operators

TK =
p

ÈijÍ

T
(1)
K

(i, j), (B1)

and is therefore positive-definite as long as T
(1)
K

is. The
single-link transfer matrix is defined by

Èg̃| T
(1)
K

|gÍ = e
— Re Tr[fl†(g̃)fl(g)], (B2)

where g, g̃ are the elements of G, fl is a faithful representa-
tion, and — is the inverse coupling. Therefore, our proof
need only establish that T

(1)
K

is positive definite.
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FIG. 6. Classical-inspired quantum circuits for D4 inversion
(top) and multiplication (bottom). The least-significant qubits
are shown on the top. For the multiplication circuit, the target
register is in the bottom three qubits.

Appendix A: Implementation of a D4-register

The group D4 of isometries of the square is treated as
a subgroup of U(2) generated by the matrices

A
i 0
0 ≠i

B
and

A
0 1
1 0

B
. (A1)

The first matrix represents a fi

2 rotation, and the second
represents reflection.

The D4 register is implemented with three qubits. The
state |abcÍ corresponds to the matrix

CA
0 1
1 0

BDa CA
i 0
0 ≠i

BD2b+c

. (A2)

Thus, the two least-significant bits specify an amount of
rotation, to be followed by a flip if the most-significant bit
is 1. This establishes the isomorphism needed between
CD4 and the three-qubit Hilbert space on a quantum
computer.

It remains to describe the inversion, multiplication,
trace, and Fourier transform circuits. The inversion
and multiplication circuits are both equivalent to clas-
sical circuits (as they consist exclusively of controlled-
not gates), and are shown in Fig. (6). The trace cir-
cuit is a three-qubit controlled phase gate, defined by
UTr(◊) |000Í = e

≠2i◊ and UTr(◊) |010Í = e
2i◊ (with all

other states picking up no phase).
Finally, the Quantum Fourier Transform which diago-
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Rather than attempt to determine a quantum circuit
by hand (although general methods do exist [85–87]), we
perform a classical simulated annealing search to find a
short circuit that implements exactly this unitary within
the qiskit gate set using Hadamard, CNOT, and fi

8 -gates
(T ). The circuit found is shown in Fig. (7). The annealing
algorithm will be detailed in a future work. Since the size
of F does not scale with volume, this method does not
su�er from an exponentially large physical Hilbert space.
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FIG. 7. Quantum circuit implementing the Fourier transform
on a D4 register. The least-significant qubits are on the top.
Here, H and T are the Hadamard gate and fi

8 gate, respectively.

After being diagonalized by the Fourier transform, the
kinetic gate corresponds simply to a phase gate on the
most-significant qubit, along with a phase gate on the
state |000Í:

FUK(◊)F †
|abcÍ = e

i◊1‰a=b=c=0e
i◊2a

|abcÍ . (A4)

The constants ◊1 and ◊2 are coupling-dependent. For — =
0.8, the coupling used in this paper, we have ◊1 ¥ 1.263
and ◊2 ¥ 0.409.

Appendix B: Positive-Definiteness of the Transfer
Matrix

Here we provide a proof that the kinetic part TK

of the transfer matrix for a discrete gauge theory is
positive-definite to define a Hamiltonian, a fact used
in Sec. IV. Unlike prior proofs, we are concerned with
positive-definiteness on H, not just HP .

TK is the tensor product of single-link operators

TK =
p

ÈijÍ

T
(1)
K

(i, j), (B1)

and is therefore positive-definite as long as T
(1)
K

is. The
single-link transfer matrix is defined by

Èg̃| T
(1)
K

|gÍ = e
— Re Tr[fl†(g̃)fl(g)], (B2)

where g, g̃ are the elements of G, fl is a faithful representa-
tion, and — is the inverse coupling. Therefore, our proof
need only establish that T
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is positive definite.
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The last term in the Hamiltonian corresponds to the
invariant Casimir operator of the theory and represents
color electric field energy stored in the gauge links. Here,
L̂

2

n “ ∞
a L̂

a
nL̂

a
n “ ∞

a R̂
a
nR̂

a
n where L̂a

n and R̂a
n (with

a “ x, y, z) are respectively the left and right color elec-
tric field components on the link n. For a non-Abelian
gauge group, the right and left color electric field are
different and are related via the adjoint representation
R̂a

n “ ∞
bpÛadj

n qabL̂b
n, where pÛadj

n qab “ 2Tr

”
ÛnT̂ aÛ :

nT̂
b
ı
,

T̂ a “ �̂a{2 are the three generators of the SU(2) algebra
and �̂a are the Pauli matrices [38].

Symmetries and non-Abelian physics By virtue
of its gauge invariance, the Hamiltonian in equation (1)
commutes with the local gauge transformation genera-
tors, also called the Gauss’s law operators, and are given
by Ĝa

n ” L̂a
n´R̂a

n´1´Q̂a
n, where the non-Abelian charges

Q̂a
n acting on the site n are defined as

Q̂a
n “

ÿ

ij

�̂i:
n pT̂ aqij �̂j

n, a “ x, y, z. (2)

More precisely, the so-called physical Hilbert space of the
theory is spanned by the eigenstates of the Gauss’s law
operators Ĝa

n. In the following, we choose to work in
the sector with no external charges which is specified by
Ĝn | y “ 0, @n, and in the neutral total charge sector
Q̂a

tot | y “ ∞N
n“1 Q̂

a
n | y “ 0, @a.

Remarkably, the non-Abelian nature of the model al-
lows the existence of gauge invariant singlet states which
are forbidden in the Abelian case due to symmetry con-
straints. To see this, we note that the total color
charges Q̂a

tot “ ∞N
n“1 Q̂

a
n are conserved quantities and

commute with the Hamiltonian. Besides the three non-
Abelian charges, the Hamiltonian also commutes with
the redness and greenness operators defined as R̂ “∞N

n“1 �̂
1:
n �̂1

n ´ N{2 and Ĝ “ ∞N
n“1 �̂

2:
n �̂2

n ´ N{2, which
respectively measure the red and green color charges. Be-
cause redness and greenness do not have convenient sym-
metry properties, it is more natural to use their difference
(which is purely within the SU(2) gauge symmetry, since
R̂´Ĝ

2 “ Q̂z
tot) and their sum (which is a global U(1) sym-

metry). We therefore define the baryon quantum number
of the model as B̂ “ R̂`Ĝ

2 “ 1
2

∞N
n“1 �̂

:
n�̂n ´ N{2 which

measures the matter-antimatter imbalance.
The existence of multiple conserved charges in the non-

Abelian theory has to be contrasted with the Abelian
Up1q case of quantum electrodynamics (QED), where the
electric charge is the only conserved quantity. In QED,
the total electric charge coincides with the baryon num-
ber B of the system [39], and the neutral charge con-
straint thus imposes the value of the matter-antimatter
imbalance to be zero. In other words, neutral gauge in-
variant states of QED must contain as many electrons as
positrons leading to meson-type singlet states only. On
the other hand, the constraint of neutral charge for the
SU(2) theory Q̂i

tot | y “ 0, @i does not enforce the value
of the baryon quantum number B, since these are differ-

VQE preparation of the baryon massb
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a VQE circuit to prepare baryon and vacuum states

Exact baryon mass

Baryon mass (VQE)

FIG. 2. VQE calculation of a baryon. We variationally
simulate an effective eight sites chain with the experimental
circuit shown in a. The boxes represent single qubit gates.
Grey boxes are fixed gates while the color coding indicates
dependence from three variational parameters. Their exact
implementation changes depending on the combination of the
parameter values, which is automatically compiled from the
original circuit shown in Fig. 3. This takes into account the
coupling topology of the IBMQ Casablanca processor, which,
together with the qubit identification for the B “ 0 sector are
shown on the left. The circuit yields the mass of the baryon
(errorbars are smaller than markers), an SU(2)-“proton” (see
inset), for a range of x and m̃ “ 1 as explained in the main
text.

ent quantum numbers. Therefore, it is possible to con-
struct color neutral gauge invariant singlets with B ‰ 0,
which are forbidden in QED. While the states in the
B “ 0 sector are similar to the neutral states of QED,
the states in the sector with B ‰ 0 have no equivalent
in Abelian theories. In particular, we will refer to the
ground state in the sector with B “ 1 as a baryon state,
the ground state in B “ 0 will be the vacuum and the
first excited state will be called a meson state. A pictorial
comparison of a meson and a baryon is given in Fig. 1b.

Elimination of the gauge fields and qubit for-
mulation To study energy spectrum of the SU(2) the-
ory on a quantum computer, we map the lattice Hamil-
tonian in equation (1) to a qubit system. In one spatial
dimension and with open boundary conditions, the gauge
degrees of freedom can be integrated out [40–44] (see
Supplementary Information for details). This approach
eliminates redundant degrees of freedom and allows us
to simulate our target model with a minimal number of
qubits. As a second step, a Jordan-Wigner transforma-
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FIG. 10. Two plaquettes with periodic boundary conditions and an arrow convention amenable to infinite extension in the
two-dimensional plane. Indices local to each end of each link characterize states in SU(3) e.g., the color isospin and hypercharge
indices.

previous algorithms, for example, Ref. [13].

Similar to the methods employed for the one-plaquette system, Gauss’s law can be explicitly satisfied in the global

wavefunctions by construction of the basis states. Using the dimensionality of the color irrep of each link, as shown in

Fig. 10, the basis states for the two-plaquette system are written as |�(R1,Q1,R2,R3,Q2,R4)i. The gauge invariant

lattice wavefunction for this two-plaquette system, as discussed in greater generality in Appendix A, is

|�(R1,Q1,R2,R3,Q2,R4)i =
1

dim(Q1) dim(Q2)

X

all

|R1, a, bi|Q1, c, di|R2, e, fi|R3, g, hi|Q2, i, ji|R4, k, `i

hR3, h, R̄1, a|Q̄2, ji�312 hR1, b, R̄3, g|Q̄1, di�131

hR4, `, R̄2, e|Q2, ii�422 hR2, f, R̄4, k|Q1, ci�241 , (34)

where |R, a, bi is a link-state in the electric basis and hRi, f,Rj , k|Qk, ci�ijk are SU(3) CG coe�cients.

The global wavefunctions of the two-plaquette system are formed from combinations of these basis states, consistent

with the global symmetries of the system such as: color-parity symmetry resulting from the sum of ⇤ + ⇤† in the

Hamiltonian, e.g., {Ri,Qi} $ {Ri,Qi}, translation invariance, and reflection symmetry. These symmetries lead to a

natural block-diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in these projected bases. Quantum numbers may be assigned to the

states in each block, ±1 for each of the symmetries in the case of two-plaquettes. In this section, we consider a global

basis in which dynamical quantum states are mapped to symmetry-projected configurations of the full two-plaquette

lattice. Two related local truncations in color space are used to explore the convergence of both local and global

truncations.

A. Two-Plaquette: {1,3,3} Local Truncation

In limiting the local link basis to color irreps {1,3,3} for the two-plaquette system without constraints and symmetries,

there are 36 independent basis states. Imposing Gauss’s law at each vertex reduces this number down to 27. Further

restricting to global singlet states, as is the strong coupling vacuum and preserved by the Hamiltonian, the dynamical

Hilbert space becomes 9 dimensional, which decomposes into sectors of dimensions (4, 2, 2, 1) under the discrete

symmetries of color parity and spatial translation. Focusing on the sector that contains the trivial vacuum, the basis

states in the ++ sector are,

| (133;++)
1 i = |�(1,1,1,1,1,1)i

| (133;++)
2 i =

1

2

⇥
|�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i

⇤

| (133;++)
3 i =

1
p
2

⇥
|�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i+ |�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i

⇤
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circuit in Eq. (19), and the third can be implemented with the following circuit relation

ei(↵Ẑ⌦X̂+�X̂⌦Ẑ) =
H • H ei↵Ẑ H • H

ei�Ẑ
. (43)

The results of performing first order Trotter time steps with g = 1 beginning in the electric vacuum are shown in

Fig. 12. Two middle qubits were used to store the state of the system and, when the measurement error mitigation

is implemented through voting, the remaining three qubits were used to inform the post-selection described in Sec-

tion III B 1. As the results show, three Trotter steps are capable of reproducing the first maximum and minimum

in the evolution of the electric energy and calculations on the Athens quantum processor are in agreement with the

exact calculation.

FIG. 12. The (trivial-) vacuum-to-vacuum persistence probability |h00| Û(t) |00i|2 (left panel) and the energy in the electric
field (right panel) of the two plaquette system in the color parity basis truncated locally at 3 and 3. Evolution is a 1st-order
Trotterization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (39). Points correspond to quadratic extrapolations of results obtained from IBM’s
Athens quantum processor, with systematic and statistical uncertainties combined in quadrature.

B. Two-Plaquette: {1,3,3,8} Local Truncation

To further explore global wavefunctions and also to demonstrate a further complexity in such calculations, the dis-

cussion in Subsection IVA is here extended to include the 8 in the local link basis. The construction involves

an expanded basis that requires considering non-trivial multiplicities in the products of irreps, in particular in

8 ⌦ 8 = 27 � 10 � 10 � 8 � 8 � 1. Of the 46 states in this local basis, 109 of them satisfy Gauss’s law. Pro-

jecting further to the global color singlet states—the global color charge being a quantum number conserved by the

Hamiltonian—there are 41 distinct physical configurations potentially connected to the strong coupling vacuum.

These physical and global color singlet states combine into states with definite transformation properties under the

discrete symmetries of color parity, translation, and reflection, which is no longer redundant in this larger basis as

3 ⌦ 3 = 8 � 1 leads to configurations that can be odd under reflection. Focusing only on the + + + sector, the 15

independent states are,

| (1338;+++)
1 i = |�(1,1,1,1,1,1)i ,

| (1338;+++)
2a i =

1

2

⇥
|�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(3,3,3,1,3,1)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i+ |�(1,3,1,3,3,3)i

⇤
,

| (1338;+++)
2b i =

1
p
2

⇥
|�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i+ |�(3,1,3,3,1,3)i

⇤
,

| (1338;+++)
3 i =

1
p
2
[ |�(8,1,1,8,1,1)i+ |�(1,1,8,1,1,8)i ] ,

2

mentum vanish. In weak coupling, the magnetic con-
tributions dominate and a theory of dynamical loops
emerges. The angular momentum basis describes the
quantum state of a generic link by its irreducible repre-
sentation, j, and associated third-component projections
at the left and right end of the link in the 2 and 2̄ rep-
resentations, |j,m,m

0
i ⌘ |j,mi⌦ |j,m

0
i, respectively. In

one dimension, SU(2) lattice gauge theory can be spa-
tially discretized onto a string of plaquettes (see Fig. 1).
With periodic boundary conditions (PBCs), only three-
point vertices contribute to such a plaquette chain. To
form gauge singlets, components of the three links at each
vertex are contracted with an SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan co-
e�cient. The wavefunction at each vertex has the form

V ⇠

X

b,c,e

hj1, b, j2, e|q, ci |j1, a, bi ⌦ |q, c, di ⌦ |j2, e, fi , (3)

where indices b, c, and e are located at the vertex. By
focusing on a system with an even number of plaquettes,
matrix elements of the arbitrary plaquette operator may
be determined. The state of an even-length lattice in
one dimension with PBCs and with definite link angular
momenta is

|�i = N

X

{m}

LY

i=1

hj
t
i ,m

t
i,R, j

t
i+1,m

t
i+1,L|qi,m

t
qii (4)

hj
b
i ,m

b
i,R, j

b
i+1,m

b
i+1,L|qi,m

b
qii

|j
t
i ,m

t
i,L,m

t
i,Ri ⌦ |j

b
i ,m

b
i,L,m

b
i,Ri ⌦ |qi,m

t
qi ,m

b
qii

with jL+1 = j1, mL+1 = m1, and normalization N =Q
i(dim(qi))�1 with dim(q) = 2q + 1. Referring to the

plaquette string’s ladder structure, on links located as
rungs of the ladder, angular momentum values are la-
beled by q. Thus, a plaquette string is created by two
strings of j-type registers connected periodically by rungs
of q-type registers. The contraction with Clebsch-Gordan
coe�cients at each vertex ensures the local gauge singlet
structure required by Gauss’s law. The link operator acts
on the degrees of freedom at each end of a link and is a
source of j = 1/2 angular momentum,

Û↵� |j, a, bi =
X

�J

s
dim(j)

dim(J)
|J, a+ ↵, b+ �i

⇥ hj, a,
1

2
,↵|J, a+ ↵ihj, b,

1

2
,�|J, b+ �i , (5)

which contains non-vanishing contributions only for J =
j±

1
2 [59]. It follows that matrix elements of the plaquette

FIG. 1. (top) Diagram of the lattice distribution of
dlog2(2⇤j + 1)e-qubit registers and the action of ⇤̂ on SU(2)
plaquettes in one dimension. ⇤̂ operates on the four qubit
registers in the plaquette and is controlled by the four neigh-
boring qubit registers to enforce the Gauss’s law constraint.
(bottom) The plaquette operator with labeled angular mo-
mentum registers.

operator in one dimension are

h�··· ,jt,b` ,q`f ,j
t,b
af ,qrf ,j

t,b
r ,···|⇤̂|�··· ,jt,b` ,q`i,j

t,b
ai ,qri,j

t,b
r ,···i =

q
dim(jtai) dim(jtaf ) dim(jbai) dim(jbaf )

⇥

q
dim(q`i) dim(q`f ) dim(qri) dim(qrf ) (6)

⇥ (�1)j
t
`+jb`+jtr+jbr+2(jtaf+jbaf�q`i�qri)

⇥

⇢
j
t
` j

t
ai q`i

1
2 q`f j

t
af

�⇢
j
b
` j

b
ai q`i

1
2 q`f j

b
af

�⇢
j
t
r j

t
ai qri

1
2 qrf j

t
af

�⇢
j
b
r j

b
ai qri

1
2 qrf j

b
af

�

where the indices j
t,b
` , q`i, q`f , j

t,b
a , qri, qrf , and j

t,b
r are

used to indicate the j-values relevant for the single pla-
quette operator (as depicted in Fig. 1) and the brack-
ets indicate Wigner’s 6-j symbols. The four registers
j
t,b
`,r outside the plaquette are not modified by the ac-
tion of the plaquette operator. However, their inclusion
as control registers is necessary to maintain Gauss’s law.
The sums over alignment in each gauge-invariant space
yield a dramatically reduced Hilbert space to be mapped
onto a quantum device, characterized entirely by the |ji’s
(rather than the |j,m,m

0
i’s) incrementing naturally by

half-integers. The qubit representation of the periodic
plaquette string is shown on the top panel of Fig. 1, where
each link contains a dlog2(2⇤j + 1)e-qubit register with
⇤j the angular momentum truncation per link.
In the following, circuits are devised for the plaquette

operator with angular momentum truncation ⇤j = 1/2.
For time evolution beginning in the strong-coupling vac-
uum, the top and bottom j values are equivalent with this
cuto↵ due to SU(2) flux conservation. As a result, the
bottom j registers need not be mapped onto the quan-
tum device [94] and the plaquette operator reduces to a
five-qubit operator.
While matrix elements of the plaquette operator in the

physical space are critical, those in the unphysical space
are not. As long as the matrix elements mixing the two

4

FIG. 4. (top) Expectation value of the electric energy contri-
bution of the first plaquette in the two-plaquette lattice with
PBCs and coupling g

2 = 0.2 computed on IBM’s Tokyo. The
dashed, dot-dashed, and thin gray lines are the NTrot = 1, 2, 3
Trotterized expectation values, while the thick gray line is the
exact time evolution. (bottom) Measured survival probability
to remain in the physical subspace. Uncertainties represent
statistical variation, as well as a systematic uncertainty esti-
mated from reproducibility measurements. The icons appear-
ing are defined in Ref. [41].

Real-time evolution of two plaquettes with PBCs (see
the right panel of Fig. 3) and truncation ⇤j = 1/2 has
been implemented on IBM’s quantum device Tokyo, se-
lected for its available connectivity of a four-qubit loop.
The top panel of Fig. 4 shows time-evolved expectation
values of the energy contributions from the first electric
plaquette calculated with one and two Trotter steps [95].
The electric contributions, being localized in their mea-
surement to the four-dimensional physical subspace, are
well determined after a small number of samples. In
contrast, measuring the energy contributions from the
magnetic Hamiltonian requires increased sampling due
to the operator’s natural representation in the Pauli-X
basis of the q`, ja, and qr qubit registers—distributing the
wavefunction’s amplitude throughout the Hilbert space.
Results have been corrected for measurement error by
the constrained inversion of a 16-dimensional calibration
matrix informed by preparation of each of the 16 com-
putational basis states prior to calculation. The result-
ing probabilities are linearly extrapolated in the presence
of CNOT gates, post-selected within the gauge-invariant
space, and renormalized. The linear extrapolation is in-
formed by r = 1, 2, where r = 1 is the circuit in Fig. 3
and r = 2 stochastically inserts a pair of CNOTs ac-
companying each of the three CNOTs either in the first
or second half of the plaquette operator. The combined

noise and gate fidelity of the device were found to limit
the ability to extrapolate further in CNOT noise, even
with a single Trotter step. It can be seen that these er-
ror mitigation techniques have allowed calculation of the
electric energy associated with the SU(2) gauge field to
the precision obtained after a single Trotter step.
It is important to determine the feasibility of retaining

gauge-invariant Hilbert spaces with near-term quantum
hardware. For our calculations on IBM’s Tokyo quan-
tum device, before CNOT extrapolation, the (NTrot, r) =
(1, 1) measurements were found to remain in the gauge
invariant space with a survival population of ⇠ 45%, as
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. After linear extrap-
olation in the probabilities, this was increased to ⇠ 65%,
with survival population decreasing as evolution time in-
creases. The survival population for NTrot = 2 was found
to be ⇠ 25%, consistent with loss of quantum coherence
of a four-dimensional physical space embedded onto four
qubits, precluding CNOT extrapolation. This observable
is a diagnostic of the calculation. As it approaches the
decorrelated limit (25%), CNOT extrapolations become
less reliable leading to the underestimate of systematic
uncertainties in Fig. 4. Because neither the proposed
qubit representation, nor the subsequent Trotterization,
produce gauge-variant error contributions, the observed
decay of population in the physical subspace is a mea-
sure of the device’s ability to robustly isolate Hilbert
subspaces. This is likely to be an essential capability for
evolving lattice gauge theories and other systems with
conserved quantities, as well as for quantum error cor-
rection.
When increasing ⇤j , the plaquette operator must be

calculated and designed over 8 qubit registers, each con-
taining dlog2 (2⇤j + 1)e qubits. The classical compu-
tational resources required to define this operator with
Eq. (6) scales with the number of unique non-zero ma-
trix elements, which is polynomial in ⇤j . When con-
structing the time evolution operator for ⇤j > 1/2, the
combination of Trotterization and Pauli decomposition of
the 4-register operators in j`,r-controlled sectors gener-
ically generates interactions breaking gauge invariance
[56, 69, 96]. The breaking of gauge invariance will be im-
portant to control if this decomposition is used in future
calculations.
Developing quantum computation capabilities for non-

Abelian gauge field theories is a major objective of nu-
clear physics and high-energy physics research. One of
the challenges facing such calculations is that the map-
ping of the gauge theory onto a discretized lattice involves
a digitization of the gauge fields. We have presented cal-
culations of the dynamics of a one-dimensional SU(2) pla-
quette string with implementation on IBM’s Q Experi-
ence superconducting hardware. This was made feasible
by an improved mapping of the angular momentum ba-
sis states describing link variables. Our design of the pla-
quette operator for digital quantum devices requires local
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FIG. 4. The left panel shows the quantity R
+
3S1,1S0

(t) used to extract the pp ! d bare transition matrix

element from the constant fit to its late-time region [16]. The right panel is a plot of quantity R
+
3S1,1S0

(t) used
to estimate the magnitude of excited-state contamination to the extraction of pp ! d bare matrix element,
see Sec. III B 2. Blue circles and orange diamonds denote results determined using SP and SS correlation
functions, respectively. The horizontal bands show constant correlated SP-SS fits to the late-time behavior
of the quantities.

transition matrix element and is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. The late-time behavior of
this quantity returns a very small value indicating that the Nc scaling is borne out, recalling from
Sec. III B 2 that this quantity vanishes as 1/N4

c in the SU(4) Wigner-symmetry limit. With this
supporting evidence, it is reasonable to conclude that the contaminating term c� in Eq. (20) is
O(1/N4

c ) ⇠ O(1%) of the dominant term.
Fits to both the mass di↵erence, �, and to the bare pp ! d matrix element on each boot-

strap ensemble allow for the deuteron pole term to be determined and subtracted (in all cases,
the statistically-cleaner SP results are used for the fits shown below). The results obtained for
Rnn!pp(t) and R̂nn!pp(t) are shown in Fig. 5 for both the SS and SP source–sink combinations.
Comparing Fig. 5(b) with Fig. 5(a) (note the di↵erent scales), it is clear that the subtracted long-

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. The (a) ratio Rnn!pp(t) and (b) subtracted ratio R(sub)
nn!pp(t) that are constructed from the SP and

SS correlation functions, as given in Eq. (31) and Eq. (33) respectively. Blue circles and orange diamonds
denote results determined using SP and SS correlation functions, respectively. The horizontal bands show
constant correlated SP-SS fits to the late-time behavior of the quantities.
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FIG. 6. (a) The combination R(lin)
nn!pp(t) corresponding at late times to the unrenormalized short-distance

contribution to the matrix element as shown in Eq. (32) and Eq. (33). (b) R(full)
nn!pp(t), the sum of the

long-distance and short-distance contributions to the matrix element. In both panels, the orange diamonds
and blue circles correspond to the SS and SP results, respectively. The horizontal bands denote fits to the
SP results at late times, used to extract the final values of the matrix elements. NORMALISE by g2

A/� ??

alter the results herein. In the future it will be important to investigate these limitations of the
current work. DISCUSS FURTHER

V. SECOND-ORDER WEAK PROCESSES IN PIONLESS EFT

In this section, the results of the LQCD calculations are matched to EFT(⇡/), and explicitly
used to determine the coe�cient of a short-distance two-nucleon, second-order weak field operator
in the dibaryon formalism. In principle, with this contribution constrained, EFT(⇡/) can be used to
calculate ��-decay rates of light nuclei at this pion mass. EFT(⇡/) [19, 49–53] is a natural approach
to use at this heavy pion mass as the momenta involved in a 2⌫�� decay are small compared
with the start of the nucleon-nucleon t-channel cut when isospin breaking and electromagnetic are
included (in the current, isospin-symmetric numerical work, the transition is below threshold for
massive leptons). At lighter pion masses, including the physical point, and for 0⌫�� decay, pionfull
EFTs will be required [54].

A. Review of pionless EFT in the dibaryon approach

At momenta well below the pion mass, |p| ⌧ m⇡, the strong interactions of two-nucleon systems,
as well as their interactions with external currents, can be systematically studied in the framework
of EFT(⇡/) [19, 50, 52, 53]. As s-wave interactions in the two-nucleon sector drive the system
towards an infrared fixed point, they require summation to all orders and generate anomalously
large two-nucleon scattering lengths. However, interactions in higher partial waves can be included
perturbatively. In the dibaryon formulation of the EFT [53, 55], this resummation fully dresses the
s-wave dibaryon propagators. In terms of the nucleon field, N , and the isosinglet, ti, and isotriplet,
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FIG. 6. (a) The combination R(lin)
nn!pp(t) corresponding at late times to the unrenormalized short-distance

contribution to the matrix element as shown in Eq. (32) and Eq. (33). (b) R(full)
nn!pp(t), the sum of the

long-distance and short-distance contributions to the matrix element. In both panels, the orange diamonds
and blue circles correspond to the SS and SP results, respectively. The horizontal bands denote fits to the
SP results at late times, used to extract the final values of the matrix elements. NORMALISE by g2
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towards an infrared fixed point, they require summation to all orders and generate anomalously
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FIG. 5. The e↵ective one-body (left) and two-body (center) operators contributing to a single insertion
of the axial current, A+

µ , described by Eq. (44), with coe�cients gA and l1,A respectively, and the e↵ective
two-body operator corresponding to two insertions of the axial current (right), A+

µ A+
⌫ , described by Eq. (45),

with coe�cient h2,S . The first two interactions gives rise to an e↵ectively quenched value of gA in medium,
while the third does not contribute the �-decay.

C. The correlation function for nn ! pp process within pionless EFT

The LECs of the e↵ective Lagrangian, including couplings to the external fields, can be de-
termined by matching the EFT and LQCD correlation functions. To study the nn ! pp matrix
element induced by the background axial field used in this work (A+

3 ⇠ ⌧+�3), it is convenient to
construct the correlation function matrix in the {nn, np(3S1), pp} channel channels. Explicitly,

CNN,NN ⌘

0

@
Cnn,nn Cnn,np(3S1) Cnn,pp

Cnp(3S1),nn Cnp(3S1),np(3S1) Cnp(3S1),pp

Cpp,nn Cpp,np(3S1) Cpp,pp

1

A . (46)

The goal is to express the elements of this matrix in terms of the LECs, including couplings
to the background axial field, while including the s-wave strong interactions in the two-nucleon
sector to all orders using the dibaryon approach. This can be accomplished with the diagrammatic
representation of the correlation function matrix, as depicted in Fig. 6. In momentum space, the
expansion can be cast in the following form

iCNN,NN (E) = Z · D(E) ·
1

13⇥3 � I(E) · D(E)
· Z†, (47)

where E denotes the total energy of the two-nucleon state, and the total momentum is projected
to zero. The overlap matrix Z is defined as

Z ⌘

0

@
Zs 0 0
0 Zt 0
0 0 Zs

1

A , (48)

where Zs and Zt are the overlaps onto the isotriplet and isosinglet two-nucleon states, respectively.
A generalized bare propagator matrix, D, at second order in the weak field is introduced,

D ⌘

0

B@
Ds �il̃1,ADsDt� (�ih̃2,S � l̃21,ADt)Ds

2�2

�il̃1,ADsDt� Dt �il̃1,ADsDt�
(�ih̃2,S � l̃21,ADt)Ds

2�2
�il̃1,ADsDt� Ds

1

CA ,

(49)

to incorporate the e↵ect of channel-changing contact interactions on the bare dibaryon propagators.
The LECs have been redefined as l̃1,A = 1

2M
p
r1r3

l1,A and h̃2,S = 1
2Mr1

h2,S , and � denotes the
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element induced by the background axial field used in this work (A+
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The goal is to express the elements of this matrix in terms of the LECs, including couplings
to the background axial field, while including the s-wave strong interactions in the two-nucleon
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representation of the correlation function matrix, as depicted in Fig. 6. In momentum space, the
expansion can be cast in the following form
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1
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⇠ gA ⇠ L1,A

Constraint on the 
new short-range LEC.@ m⇡ ⇡ 800 MeV

H2,S = 4.7(1.3)(1.8) fm

2νββ DECAY OF TWO NEUTRONS

NPLQCD collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 062003 (2017), Phys. Rev. D 96, 054505 (2017).
See also Feng et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 022001 (2019), and Detmold et al, arXiv:1811.05554 [hep-lat] for 
the  decay of the pion.0νββ
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nn ! pp ee ⌫e⌫e

Lattice QCD:  expanding the scope from precision to complexity

αs x-dependent PDFs multi-nucleon matrix elements

TF05

nucleon MEs (gA, 
nEDM,…)
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Hadronic Vacuum Polarization (HVP) – Data & Status

Leading non-perturbative hadronic contributions ahad
µ can be obtained in terms of

R�(s) ⌘ �(0)(e+e� ! �⇤ ! hadrons)/4⇡↵2

3s data via Dispersion Relation (DR):

ahad
µ =

✓↵mµ
3⇡

◆2 ✓
E2

cutZ

4m2
⇡

ds
Rdata
� (s) K̂(s)

s2 +

1Z

E2
cut

ds
RpQCD
� (s) K̂(s)

s2

◆

Data: NSK, KLOE, BaBar, BES3, CLEOc
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l Experimental error implies theoretical uncertainty!
l Low energy contributions enhanced: ⇠ 75% come from region 4m2
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⇡⇡ < M2

�

ahad(1)
µ = (686.99 ± 4.21)[687.19 ± 3.48] 10�10

e+e�–data based [incl. ⌧]
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Parton distribution functions

Credit: Z. Meziani

New strategies in computing and simulation, e.g., 
machine learning and quantum computing

towardsdatascience.comhttps://builtin.com

Hadronic contributions to muon g-2

Credit: 
C. Lehner • Precision lattice QCD is an 

essential input for 
disentangling electroweak or 
BSM physics in experiments 
with hadrons - e.g. muon (g-2)


• Lattice calculations as a 
“numerical laboratory” push 
the boundaries of our 
knowledge of strongly-
coupled physics - e.g. 
holography tests in N=4 SYM


• Lattice theorists also drive 
advances in computation: new 
algorithms and methods for 
extreme-scale computing, as 
well developing tools in 
emerging areas - e.g. machine 
learning, quantum computing 

See plenary talks by A. Kronfeld and Z. Davoudi (Mon afternoon), parallel session (Thu morning)

CP violation

14

Neutron and nuclear electric dipole moments (EDMs) 
provide low-energy signals of CP violation

Extracting BSM physics constraints from hadronic 
EDMs requires QCD matrix elements

Nucleon tensor charges relating quark and nucleon 
EDM calculated using LQCD with complete error 
budgets by multiple groups

Exploratory LQCD investigations of tensor 
charges of A=2-3 nuclei 

Chang, MW et al [NPLQCD], PRL 120 (2018)

EDM contributions from the QCD       term are 
more technically challenging but under 
active exploration

θ

Bhattacharya, Cirigliano, Gupta, Mereghetti, Yoon, PRD 103 (2021)

Dragos, Luu, Shindler, de Vries, Yousif, PRC 103 (2021) • development of new ML methods for 
gauge theory generation 

• applications to observables
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Looking Towards Snowmass 2020+

The physics priorities of our field are largely the same,
but the toolbox and targets have expanded

▶ Develop transformative concepts and technologies to enable future discoveries
▶ Cultivate a vibrant, inclusive, and supportive scientific community

▶ Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery 
▶ Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
▶ Identify the new physics of dark matter 
▶ Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation
▶ Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles 

The success of our endeavors depends on “4π coverage”
in identifying and cultivating talent at all career stages


